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1- While there are, today, various manifestations of what could be termed a 

phenomenon of contemporary neo-colonialism, I will focus presently on one of its specific 
forms, one which represents a particularly delicate issue in the current international legal 
system and which, it would seem, is directly linked to our European heritage. Certain States 
are currently inclined to compel other States to adopt value systems and rights which are 
supposedly more just and which, in general terms, hinge on the notions of democracy and 
human rights. This is not, of course, colonisation in the strict sense of the word, as there is no 
direct extension of sovereignty; but it is nonetheless a latent form of colonisation to the extent 
that there is a drive on the part of a legal system for domination and imposition – by forceful 
means if need be – on foreign soil1. It is also apparent that the legal values which are upheld 
are – whatever their underlying motives – sufficiently resolute and fundamental for their 
imposition to warrant extensive reflection going beyond unequivocal condemnation or mere 
denunciation of forcible domination. There is without a doubt merit in exploring our 
European past as a means of elucidating the contemporary implications of this question. 
 

2- As we all know, phenomena connected to colonisation are not a recent appearance, 
but go back a long way in history2. While each particular type of colonialism has its own 
history and is rooted in the specific intellectual universe that has conditioned it, the most 
instructive route for our present purposes will be to examine the last major wave of European 
colonial expansion, which occurred throughout the 19th and up until the middle of the 20th 
century. This expansion took place within a legal intellectual framework which, 
notwithstanding decolonisation and the great schools of thought which accompanied it, might 
still be influencing the legal thinking of modern-day internationalists. In other words, the 
question I have chosen to explore is whether certain contemporary forms of neo-colonialism 
knowingly or unknowingly append to theoretical structures and foundations which already 
existed in 19th-century Western, and principally European, internationalist thought. In order to 
at least partially clarify this question, the most useful way to proceed will be to analyse the 
structure of the internationalist thinking of that era. To this end, I will attempt to identify the 
various theoretical, historical and legal foundations and justifications of internationalist 
doctrine which explicitly or subtly underpin European colonialism, and to clarify the question 
– which is quite relevant to my own contemporary role and internationalist vocation – as to 
why and how jurists came to accept the idea of a duty to colonise – to civilise – other parts of 
the world. What shift or dynamic might have occurred in classical internationalist thought 
which would have justified, legitimised and accompanied the desire to project it onto the 
world and its conversion into a means of appropriating and exploiting a whole portion of the 
planet? 
 

3- The initial premise of this inquiry, perhaps not particularly surprising as such, is 
that there exists a distinct body of European – and probably even Euro-American – thought 
dating back to this period which it is necessary to explore as a means of establishing where 
the classical internationalist thinking which underlies colonialism is cardinally and ultimately 

                                                 
1 For a legal definition of colonialism and neo-colonialism, see Dictionnaire de droit international, J.  SALMON (ed.), 
Bruxelles, Bruylant, 2001, pp. 193-194. For a broader definition, see E. LE ROY, “Colonies”, Dictionnaire de la culture 
juridique, S. RIALS and D. ALLAND (eds.), Paris, PUF, 2003, p. 231. 
2 According to E. LE ROY, “Colonies”, op.cit, they are indeed perpetual and universal. 



 

 

rooted3. Admittedly, an analysis of this sort may seem reductive because it appears to wrongly 
homogenise a number of specific schools of thought which have been defended by authors 
from different countries and legal, philosophical and political traditions. Yet as long as one is 
aware of this risk it does not seem sufficiently grave to warrant abandoning the enquiry, 
especially since the aim is not to negate the obvious diversity of doctrinal traditions, but to 
underline their common points and to emphasise what unites them rather than divides them. I 
do not intend to blur their particular specificities, but intend simply to leave these by the 
wayside provisionally in order to bring out their common fundamental legal and intellectual 
structure. 
 

4- With this in mind, the research I have carried out would essentially lead me to 
conclude that the intellectual structure of 19th and early 20th-century internationalist thought 
can be subdivided into three major representations relating, respectively, to its history (I), its 
foundations (II) and its value (III). These three representations in turn derive from a 
theoretical background which combines historicism, rationalism and legal humanism, and my 
impression is that it was this general configuration which, at the time, provided 
internationalist thinking with the philosophical foundation for the big wave of European 
colonial expansion. This article will, of course, only give a very succinct overview of each of 
these representations without going into great detail, but the essential thing is to point out 
their importance and to clarify their role in the justification of European colonial hegemony. 
Moreover, the aim will not be to provide a minutely accurate reconstruction of the historical 
origins of this intellectual structure or of the resulting international legal representations, but 
rather to shed some light on the philosophical and legal construction which gave rise to the 
certainties of colonial conscience. Another objective of this enquiry is to draw attention to 
some of the most fundamental problems which are inherent in certain forms of contemporary 
internationalist thought. Towards the end of this article I will therefore identify the lessons 
which may be drawn from the past and examine the implications for present-day legal 
humanism (IV). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
3 My aim is not to search for a structure in the thinking or in the language employed using a structuralist method, but simply 
to illustrate the general body of thought which provided the basis for the representation of international law in this era. 



 

 

 
 
 
 

I 
The history of international law conceived of in terms of progress achieved by civilised States 

Historicism, rationalism and colonialism 
 

5- It is neither anodyne nor fortuitous that most of these international law treatises 
open on an account of the history of international law which it is often useful to supplement 
with the history of international law’s historiography4. One senses that the entire discipline 
has finally crossed the line into historicity and that it has become conscious of the historical 
nature of law which for a long time eluded it; the result being that international law has 
become history and legal studies have partially merged into the study of history5. How could 
one possibly fail to see that this new historical perception of law provided an initial 
foundation for colonialism? Not only did it serve as a justification for colonial expansion, 
contrasting the civilised white man schooled in arts and science with barbaric cannibals and 
savages, it also demonstrated a profound faith in the historical progress of European 
international law, which everyone felt to be an unshakeable certitude at the time. This solid 
conviction is reflected in the conclusions of the treatises which, frequently reiterating 
historical and theoretical remarks in the introductory chapters, were often particularly 
optimistic about the evolution of international law. Naturally, this type of conclusion no 
longer appeared after the First World War and was certainly no longer drawn after the Second 
World War, which had profoundly traumatised Europe and thrown it into patent disarray6. But 
optimism incontestably reigned in the period prior to 1914, flowing principally from the 
socio-historical drive of European civilisation and its international law towards progress, such 
as it was conceived of at the time and such as historical rationalists then perceived it. 
 
 6- It appears that this representation of history worked in favour of justifying colonial 
expansion because it was based on a sometimes exalted belief in a tangible and relentless 
progression of a principle of reason – of civilisation – in history. This history was perceived 
as one in which humanity was progressing as a result of the development and projection of 
European civilisation, international law being one of its principal instruments; that is, to the 
extent that the continuing improvements in the law were considered part of the moral 
development of humanity. What is more, classical internationalists quite naturally resorted to 
the social sciences of their time such as geography, ethnology or evolutionary science 
(Darwinism) to support the principle of superiority and the necessity of projecting the white 
European man’s civilisation7. The great German encyclopaedist F. von Holtzendorf did 

                                                 
4 There is a wealth of works which, as some of the titles suggest, intertwine historical, theoretical and practical perspectives, 
such as those of C. CALVO, Le droit international historique et pratique, précédé d’un exposé historique du droit des gens, 
Paris, Durant, Guillaumin and Amyot, 1870-1872, d’H. WHEATON, Histoire du progrès du droit des gens en Europe et en 
Amérique depuis la paix de Westphalie jusqu’à nos jours, avec une introduction sur le progrès du droit des gens en Europe 
avant la paix de Westphalie, Leipzig, F. A Brockaus, 1846 and d’E. CAUCHY, Le droit maritime international considéré 
dans ses origines et dans ses rapports avec le progrès de la civilisation, Paris, Guillaumin, 1862. 
5 See G. FASSO, Histoire de la philosophie du droit. XIXè et XXè siècles, Paris, LGDJ, 1974, p. 40. 
6 By way of comparison, see the post-1914 handbook by L. LE FUR, Précis de droit international public, Paris, Daloz, 1933, 
pp. 18ss, and the post-1945 treatise by R. REDSLOB, Traité de droit des gens, Paris, Sirey, 1950, pp. 4ss. Furthermore on 
this issue, see R. CHARVIN, “Le droit international tel qu’il a été enseigné. Notes critiques de lecture des traités et manuels 
(1850-1960)”, Mélanges offerts à Ch. Chaumont, Paris, Pedone, 1984, pp. 136ss. 
7 The most frequently cited authors are J. DENIKER, Les races et les peuples de la terre. Eléments d’anthropologie et 
d’ethnographie, 1900 ; C.DARWIN, L’origine des espèces, 1859 et A. de QUATREFAGES, Histoire générale des races 
humaines. Introduction à l’étude des races humaines, 1889 ; Sir Henry SUMMER MAINE, Etude sur l’histoire des 
institutions primitives, 1880 and Sir Edward BURNETT TYLOR, La civilisation primitive, 1876-78. The complicity between 
social science and colonial thought has been subjected to ample analysis by R. GIRARDET, L’idée coloniale en France. 



 

 

consider that “ethnographic international law” existed8. Indeed, this irresistible ascension 
seemed to be corroborated by the historical facts and European history itself prior to the two 
world wars, at a time when one had not yet become conscious – or not yet wanted to become 
conscious – of Europe’s own barbarism. Quite on the contrary, authors were then still 
profoundly convinced that European history provided a marvellous illustration of how 
European nations had become ever more civilised and had progressively detached themselves 
from the savagery of olden times. 
 
 That being the case, the representation of history conveyed by these treatises played a 
decisive role in integrating colonialism, especially to the extent that it took on the logical form 
of a number of interconnected principles generating historical optimism: firstly, the principle 
of an often vitalist and organicist vision of peoples, of States, of humanity, or of history itself, 
all of which were conceived of as living organisms with the world as their habitat; the 
principle of a uni-linear and progressivist development of history, most often presented in a 
ternary manner (the three ages of international law); the principle of a profound historical 
continuity which, despite certain obstacles such as wars – or, as authors some would say, 
because of them – was leading mankind towards generally improved wellbeing; the principle 
according to which history had a sense, unity and finality, making it intelligible and 
comprehensible; and the decisive idea, finally, according to which this historical finality was 
perceived as progress. The Belgian G. Rolin-Jacquemyns emphasised the existence of a “law 
of progress”, the idea being that each phase of history was superior to the preceding phases 
and represented continuous improvement9. If it was in the terms of this general configuration 
that the evolution of international law needed to be thought of, it is not hard to understand 
how that evolution would have enabled a justification of most anything, with the foreseeable 
result of embracing ongoing European colonisation quite naturally. At the time, the European 
policies of commercial and developmental expansion, of enlargement of territories and 
influence, and the non-application of international law to States other than those which were 
civilised, were all considered legitimate and justified. They were not considered 
manifestations of arrogant, arbitrary and hegemonic foreign policy, on the contrary, they were 
considered to be the product of an ongoing historical process featuring demonstrable filiations 
and justifiable links between great epochs, all of which would one day lead to the ultimate 
finality of universal consecration and acceptance of the benefits of European civilisation and 
its law. In this context, the organicist and vitalist metaphor, which was often used for different 
purposes, is of particular interest because it could be utilised to reject excessive social 
individualism, to establish hierarchies between peoples much as they were established 
between animal species, and to reject historical discontinuity. 
 
 7- One can thus perceive how this particularly optimistic and comfortable reading of 
history affirmed colonialism as a necessary and even obligatory moment in the development 
of law and the moral improvement of men, without ever giving rise to the need for tedious 
scepticism. This certainly did not imply denial of certain errors which had occurred in the 
course of colonial conquest and which were less difficult to reconcile with the reading in 
question, but such events were relegated to the past in the hope that an improved future would 
legitimise them retrospectively. Although it is fairly easy to understand the principal thread 
which ran through this new historical reading of the law and its implications in the 
justification of European colonialism, it is without a doubt more important to locate the 
intellectual root which was at its origin. While historicising international law was certainly a 

                                                                                                                                                         
1871-1962, Paris, La table ronde, 1972, pp. 90ss and G. LECLERC, Anthropologie et colonialisme, Paris, Fayard, 1972, pp. 
20ss. 
8 F. von HOLTZENDORF, op.cit, p.10. 
9 G. ROLIN-JACQUEMYNS, “Les principes philosophiques du droit international”, RDILC, V. XVIII, 1886, p.292. 



 

 

novelty in 19th-century internationalist circles, it did not actually represent a radical rupture 
with the thinking of the past. It was in fact a particular type of historical rationalism which fed 
off the previous rationalism of the school of natural law and the historicism introduced by the 
new historical school of German law which, as we know, enjoyed widespread influence in 
Europe10. Of course, as A. Dufour has demonstrated quite masterfully11, certain members of 
the school of natural law had already referred to history in the field of natural law, but it was 
only with the emergence of the Savigny movement between 1814 and 1816 that 
internationalist thinkers acknowledged the role of history in the creation and comprehension 
of international law. In fact, in contrast with the school of natural and international law, which 
endorsed a static version of international law containing fundamental principles derived solely 
from human nature and from the nature of States, the historical school espoused the idea of 
law derived from a dynamic and evolutionary history of peoples, of law which was not as 
much the product of reason as of popular national conscience, of law which was a specific 
living emanation of its particular community, and therefore of international law which was 
specific to the community of civilised nations from which it had emanated. However, 
although the majority of internationalists to some extent adopted this novel conception of the 
role of history introduced by Savigny, this did not mean that they fully subscribed either to 
historical rationalism or complete irrationalism. 
 

Their representation of history was more subtle, even though it may appear to have 
been inconclusive or partially incoherent; it took the same path as the historical school by 
recognising the idea of an element of mystery or irrationality in the origins of the evolution of 
law, without however allowing this irrational aspect to detract from the rationalisation or 
systematisation of law. It is commonly known that this led one part of the historical school of 
law to establish veritable scientists’ rights, and it is interesting to see that most internationalist 
authors adopted exactly the same approach. This consisted in applying a rationalist and 
systematic method to the historical data relating to the observation of international law: when 
international law is historicised or, in other words, when it is resituated in the socio-historical 
process of which it is the product, it still remains explainable and rationalisable law as long as 
the scientific efforts of the jurist lead to its correct decryption and codification. 

 
8- This precise aspect is illustrated by the fact that internationalists chose to assume a 

role in the development of international legal science by propagating the idea that they shared 
a fundamental mission in enouncing and articulating the legal rules history had brought 
about12. After all, did the Russian internationalist D.I. Karchenovsky not go as far as to name 
his international law handbook the Scientific Exposé of International law13? Did not certain 
internationalists express the view that they considered themselves the “organ of the juridical 
conscience of the civilized world”14? That was the expression used by the members of the 
Institute of International Law on the date of its founding in 1873 in Gand, among whom 
figured the Italian Mancini, the Belgian Rolin-Jacquemyns and the French De Parieu15. 

                                                 
10 On this point, see E. CASSIRER, La philosophie des Lumières, Paris, PUF, 1991, pp. 142ss and especially A. DUFOUR, 
Droits de l’homme, droit naturel et histoire, Paris, PUF, 1991, pp. 154ss. See also, among others, F. von HOLTZENDORF, 
Introduction au droit des gens, 1ère part., Paris, Fischbacher, 1889, p. 22 and E. NYS, op.cit, pp. 70-71, both of whom cite 
Savigny with considerable praise. 
11 A. DUFOUR, op.cit, pp. 142ss. 
12 On the certainty concerning the importance of the scientific nature of their work, see H. BONFILs et P. FAUCHILLE, 
Manuel de droit international public (droit des gens), 4th ed., Paris, Rousseau, 1905, p. 29 ; P. FIORE, Nouveau droit 
international public suivant les besoins de la civilisation moderne, Paris, A. Durand and Pedone-Lauriel, 1885, pp. 199ss and 
R. PIEDELIEVRE, Précis de droit international public ou droit des gens, Paris, F. Pichon, 1894, p. V. 
13 D.I. KARCHENOVSKY, Exposé scientifique du droit international, Kharkov, 1863. 
14 V. M. KOSKENNIEMI, The Gentle Civilizer of Nation. The Rise and Fall of International Law, Cambridge, University 
Press, pp. 42ss. 
15 “The Institute of International Law…1° Should further the development of international law and strive to become an organ 
of the civilised world”, IID Yearbook, 1877, Gand Session of 1873, p. 18. 



 

 

Indeed, this expression accurately represented internationalists’ preeminent conception of 
their own work and testified to their particular representation of law and of history. The often 
reoccurring idea of conscience seems to have been derived directly from the historical school 
of law which widely popularised it by declaring it the source of natural and human law and of 
the legal convictions of the members of a given community. It provided conciliation for the 
human origin of law whilst also counterbalancing the excessive rationalism of certain 
members of the school of natural law, as it deemed law to emanate from the conscience of 
men (or of peoples) and not from the abstract and disincarnate reasoning of jusnaturalists16. 

 
9- Authors did, however, remain divided on this point, and the historical school’s idea 

of juridical conscience was still frequently associated with jusnaturalist reasoning. A. Revier, 
a professor at the universities of Bern and Brussels, declared in 1896 that the “common legal 
conscience”, the primary source of international law, “emanates from two intimately 
connected elements: necessity and reason”17. This profoundly dualist conception of 
international law was testimony to the underlying eclecticism and precluded classical 
internationalist thought from being reduced to strict positivism. In actual fact, these authors 
always divided international law into two categories: theoretical law and positive law, both of 
which expressed, in their own way, the legal principles and values of civilised European 
States18. In this particular respect, there was a paradoxical convergence between the 
jusnaturalist rationalist and German historical currents. This, in turn, reinforced the common 
conviction held by the authors of the day that their systematisation of law was evidently 
necessary and scientific; and it could be explained by the fact that European internationalist 
thinking quite obviously had not resorted to all-out historicism or a relativism of values. This 
point of view was even consolidated by the profoundly optimistic historical approach to 
man’s capacity of rationalisation and perfection (and therefore civilisation). 

 
This representation of matters can be taken yet another step further, for this reading of 

history which was non-determinist and open to systematisation by jurists was, at the same 
time, open and predisposed to the actions of civilised States. In fact, although the treatises 
often subdivided the history of international law into three periods, they never offered a truly 
dialectic vision of or take on historical reason that would have illustrated law as the product of 
countervailing forces and that would have seen each event as being totally explicable or 
determined by an exterior causality. In other words, there was no hyper-rationalist conception 
in a Hegelian sense, as history was simply seen to be explicative and not entirely 
determinist19. The historical movement of international law, civilisation and progress was not 
part of a hyper-rationalist project, and this legitimised the need for intervention by civilised 
man as a means of realising progress, for an obligation on the part of civilised States to 

                                                 
16 The concept of the organ of civilised juridical conscience is, for its part, indicative of an organicist conception of an 
international society in which internationalists are treated as representing a veritable organ rather than a community of 
civilised States, and in which they necessarily express the community’s fundamental interests and legal principles. In terms 
comparable to those employed by French and German State theories of the same era, the concept therefore suggests insertion 
or even complete integration of legal thinkers into the community of States, and alludes to their consequent role as elements 
of an organic entity and spokespeople of the community conscience. 
17 A . RIVIER, Principes du droit des gens, T. 1, Paris, A. Rousseau, 1896, p. 28. 
18 An illustration of the nuanced manner in which this occurred is evidently beyond the scope of this essay: some authors 
were more jusnaturalist, such as J. LORIMER, Principes du droit international, T. 1, p. 72 ; R. PIEDELIEVRE, op.cit, pp. 
12ss ; H. BONFILS and P. FAUCHILLE, op.cit, p. 15 and E. CHAUVEAU, Le droit des gens ou droit international public, 
Paris, A. Rousseau, 1889, p. 28 while others were more “civilisationist” or positivist, such as L. RENAULT, Introduction à 
l’étude du droit international, Paris, L. Larose, 1879, p. 4 ; E. NYS, op.cit, pp. 70ss, Sir Robert PHILIMORE, Commentaries 
Upon International Law, Londres, Butterworths, 1879, I, pp. 27ss and D. ANZILOTTI, Cours de droit international, Paris, 
Sirey 1919 (1st ed. 1912), pp. 17-20. 
19 The exception to this was the approach taken by T. FUNCK-BRENTANO and A. SOREL, Précis du droit des gens, Paris, 
Plon, 1887, p. 490, whose historical vision was much more dialectical and determinist than that of other authors. 



 

 

impose the benefits of civilisation. The result was an insensitive assimilation of the law of 
progress and the law of European State action20. 

 
10- Inevitably, the representation of the history of international law in terms of 

progress achieved by civilised man seriously impacted on the idea of a duty to civilise other 
peoples, which is a point I shall return to. In any case, this renewed conception of 
international law, considered to be a product and motor of history, already maintained close 
ties with colonialism and made it a necessary moment in the historical development of 
European civilisation. 

 
Why, then, was the law created by the civilised European nations applied for the sole 

benefit of those civilised European nations, and why was this benefit hardly ever accorded to 
other peoples? In other words, aside from historical representation, what was the 
philosophical origin of the restriction of international law to civilised nations which resulted 
in their being treated as the exclusive subjects of this law and other peoples being 
marginalised and reified21? This latter aspect, which was characteristic of an exclusivist and 
discriminatory internationalist mode of thinking and which was a typical example of a 
mechanism of exclusion, was connected to that other great intellectual branch of European 
thinking known as legal humanism, but was profoundly modulated and anthropomorphically 
projected onto the States. 

 
II 

The foundations of international law and its restriction to civilised States 
Legal humanism, anthropomorphism and colonialism 

 
11- We have established thus far that being conscious of a certain historicity in 

international law does not amount to rejecting rational legalism, but simply implies a 
reintegration of rationalist vision into a specific representation of history. Rational legalism 
also resulted from the interaction of two major currents of thought, and from a perception of 
the foundations of international law which was typical of this shared thinking and which gave 
rise to the restriction of its sphere of subjects to civilised States. This historic limitation 
originated in the progressive deformation of rationalist legal humanism which had permeated 
legal thinking for two centuries. The aim, of course, is not to delve into the development of 
European humanism, as this issue has been analysed by others from various angles22. I only 
wish to restate that quite generally, legal humanism is based on the fundamental idea 
according to which man, and not nature or God, is the subject and creator of law; he can 
propose and equip himself with legal norms and ethics which will govern his existence by 
using human nature as the foundation of law and treating it as its ultimate aspiration. H. 
Bonfils, like P. Fauchille after him, expressed this very aptly by saying that public 
international law “has its principal and deepest roots in human nature itself”23. However, 

                                                 
20 G. ROLIN-JACQUEMYNS, “le droit international…”, op.cit, pp. 292-293, expressed this with particular clarity: “the 
agents of development itself are free and responsible beings (…) and their actions must not be judged by reference to final 
laws (of history), but by reference to the particular manner in which they have applied these final laws.” 
21 It is important to remember that this article only aims to illustrate the limitation of the sphere of subjects of classical 
international law from the perspective of European internationalist thought and not from the point of view of other States or 
peoples, who may have had their own reasons for rejecting the application of European international law. 
22 I will only refer to a select few authors who I believe have illustrated in the most convincing manner – albeit from strongly 
differing philosophical angles – how man’s relationship with nature and the law transformed from the 17th century onwards 
under the influence of humanism and the metaphysics of subjectivity: M. HEIDEGGER, Nietzche, Paris, Gallimard, 1971, 
pp. 353ss ; L. STRAUSS, Droit naturel et histoire, Paris, Plon, 1954, pp. 52ss ; M. VILLEY, Le droit et les droits de 
l’homme, Paris PUF, 1983, pp. 22ss ; L. FERRY, Philosophie politique, I, Paris, PUF, 1984, pp. 43ss et A. RENAUD and L. 
SOSOE, Philosophie du droit, Paris, PUF, 1991, pp. 96ss. 
23 H. BONFILS and P. FAUCHILLE, op.cit, p. 4. 



 

 

whereas humanism originated in the 17th century and reached its prime in the 18th, it then 
transformed in the 19th century. 
 
 12- In actual fact, the notion of human nature converged quite suggestively with the 
foundation of law, as it was no longer really universal human nature, but civilised nature 
which lay at the heart of international law. No-one explained this essential change better than 
F. de Holtzendorf, who said that “international law needs to…be conceived of as a product 
not of nature, but of civilisation”24. Other than that however, the explanations provided by 
authors were rarely rigorous. They leave the reader rather helpless, as they often suffer from a 
latent ambiguity in their dualist perception of international law and their understanding of 
human nature: on the one hand, certain authors did not seem to have abandoned the idea of a 
rational and universal human nature, but on the other hand, they all transformed it radically by 
rendering it a civilised nature. When the authors of the 18th century based international law on 
principles of reason, they envisaged a nature common to all, perhaps without clearly resolving 
the questions thrown up by the existence of wild tribes, but while affirming, in principal, an 
original universalism in their natural law. However, when nature – or rather, conscience – 
once again became the foundation of rational international law, it no longer referred to simple 
common reason or to a minimal identity shared by all men regardless of their race or degree 
of organisation. This nature no longer corresponded to the primitive human condition that was 
the original condition of man perceived by many in the 18th-century to represent the good 
savage. It had become the nature – the conscience – of civilised man, and this conscience was 
the new yardstick according to which new international legal rules were elaborated and 
gauged in theory and practice. It had become an ideal which was not universally shared, an 
aim for which men and peoples had to strive, and which they attained when they became 
civilised, meaning when they had become educated and organised. Contrary to the universal 
human nature which had been the intangible and timeless pillar underpinning the legal 
humanism of Enlightenment, the civilised nature of the 19th-century internationalists was 
partly historicised and particularised. At the same time, international law, whether in its 
rational theoretical form or its positive voluntary form, essentially remained a creature and 
product of the community of civilised States: as law referred to civilised man, that is, to a 
sociable man living in society, international law could only be deduced and appreciated by 
reference to a community of civilised States living in society25. 
 

13- The notion of a “community of civilised States” was particularly characteristic of 
this reductionist movement in international law by reason of the underlying link between law 
and community. It revealed, once again, the influence of the German historical current which 
deemed law to be based on intrinsic necessity and the particularities of each historic 
community. “When we affirm the existence of international law,” the industrious English 
lawyer J. Westlake explained in 189426, “we affirm that there is a society of States, and when 
we affirm that there is a society of States, we recognise the existence of international law.” 
This explained the famous historic community of civilised European – and then Euro-
American – States governed by a law of civilised peoples which functioned as a perfect model 
of exclusion of supposedly savage peoples and uncivilised States, but it also explained the 
inclusion of certain others who were considered to be sufficiently civilised to join this 
community and draw benefits from the application of European international law27. And 
although certain authors argued that the moral principle of humanity within international law 

                                                 
24 F. de HOLTZENDORF, op.cit, p. 31. 
25 The famous Russin jurist F. F MARTENS, Le droit international actuel des peuples civilisés, Saint-Pétersbourg, 1882, 
was, however, the first to actually transcribe this idea directly into the title of his international law treatise. 
26 J. WESTLAKE, Chapters on The Principles of International Law, Cambride, University Press, 1894, I, p. 5. 
27 J. KENT, Commentary on International Law, New-York, 1866, p. 11; J. HORNUNG, “Civilisés et barbares”, RDILC, T. 
XVII, pp. 129ss; E. NYS, op.cit, I, p. 53 ; H. BONFILS and P. FAUCHILLE, op.cit, p. 5. 



 

 

should be applied to relations with indigenous peoples, they nonetheless rejected the 
application of positive international law and rational inter-State law28, which led some to 
conclude that the idea of an international law capable of applying to all peoples was a pure 
illusion29. It was essentially at this point that there was a subtle shift which saw universal 
international law, based on a human nature shared by all, transform into a historical law 
confined to the members of this community. 

 
14- The notion of the civilised State is also an intriguing concept. International law is, 

effectively, defined as a law governing equal States which only exists by virtue of States’ 
acceptance of the synallagmatic logic of reciprocally shared and accepted obligations. When 
authors spoke of States, they were referring to political entities which were organised enough 
to have a will and a conscience allowing them to follow the precepts of international law 
based on the fundamental idea of reciprocity. The French lawyer R. Piedelièvre summarised 
the general opinion of his contemporaries in 1894 by affirming that “international law 
essentially operates an assumption of reciprocity, that is, a conscience sufficiently developed 
within the nations whose external relations it governs, and a conscious and persistent will to 
apply the precepts of law and justice in their mutual relations”30. The authors of all these 
international law treatises thus applied an anthropomorphic concept of State, shaped 
according to the model of the individual, whereby the State was no longer the sole sum of its 
constitutive elements (a territory, population and government), but possessed a will and 
conscience specific to man which set it apart from animals or underdeveloped humans and 
peoples. One thing explaining the other, States were considered to have legal personality. The 
notion of legal personality was a receptacle for anthropomorphic legal humanism and directly 
consolidated the colonising process by making a legal determination of who was apt to 
become a subject of international law31. It therefore also became a factor of exclusion and of 
simple legal differentiation, as it allowed all peoples considered to be savage and barbarian to 
be excluded from the sphere of subjects of international law. Considered incapable of wanting 
the principles of international law, these peoples could not be likened to legal persons32. And 
they were not legal persons, they could not create, nor be holders of or use the rules of 
international law. But in these conditions, the tribes and colonies whose territories were 
occupied by civilised States were, at best, treated as objects of international law – as were, of 
course, the territories they inhabited. Most of the time, they were seen as an integral part of 
the colonising State’s immovable goods or of its territory, and were therefore primarily 
affected by their domestic public law and not by international law itself33. This is the reason 
why their legal regime was discussed in the European law manuals, why colonialism knew no 
truly international legal system in this period34, and why some of the questions relating to 
colonialism were touched on in the chapters relating to territory and the patrimonial rights of 
                                                 
28 P. FIORE, op.cit, I, pp. 301ss, F. de HOLTZENDORF, op.cit, p. 11; R. PIEDELIEVRE, op.cit, p. 19 et A. PILLET, “Le 
droit international public. Ses éléments constitutifs, son domaine, son objet…”, RGDIP, 1, p. 20. 
29 H. BONFILS …, op.cit, m. 899, according to whom “integral universality will never be achieved because there will always 
be a rift separating the European and American States from the Islamic States and the Middle Empire…” 
30 R. PIEDELIEVRE, op.cit, p. 19. V. Aussi J. G BLUNTSCHLI, Le droit international codifié, Paris, Guillaumin and cie, 
1868, p. 71 ; E. NYS, Le droit international. Les principes, les théories, les faits,  T.2, Bruxelles, M. Nijhoff and Paris, M. 
Rivière, 1912,  p.501 and A. RIVIER, op.cit, II, pp. 34ss. 
31 For some, this anthropomorphism drew directly from the notion of personality itself, by operating an analogy between the 
personality of man and that of the State. V. A. PILLET, “Le droit international public.. .», op.cit, p. 2 : “…man, whose 
personality one inevitably encounters within all conceptions of law”. On the general anthropomorphic movement as a 
consequence of metaphysics and subjectivity, itself a corollory of humanism, see M. HEIDEGGER, Nietzche, op.cit, pp. 
353ss and on the notion of the subject in the philosophy of humanism, v. S. GOYARD-FABRE, “Sujet de droit et objet de 
droit : défense de l’humanisme”, Sujet de droit et objet de droit, Cahiers de philosophie politique et juridique, Caen, 1992, 
n°22, pp. 9-30. 
32 D. ANZILOTTI, Cours de droit international, op.cit, (1912), p. 128. 
33 According to T. FUNCK BRENTANO and A. SOREL, op.cit, p. 45, the State could treat the colonies “just as it liked”. 
34 In mentioning the idea of a colonial system, A. RIVIER, op.cit, p. 160 also indicated that “there was nothing 
illegal about it…and that international law allowed it”. 



 

 

the State in respect of which it enjoys exclusive sovereign power. The reification – the 
transformation into an object – of peoples, their assimilation with immovable State goods and 
their being identified with a territory35 rather than a community of individuals excluded them 
and totally disqualified them. 

 
On the other hand, the political entities which were considered to be States, and thus 

legal persons, had a right to benefit from international law. This time however, it was not 
enough for them simply to be States, they also had to demonstrate a sufficient level of 
civilisation. It is worth emphasising that the same anthropomorphic movement which had 
emerged from legal humanism had allowed the mechanism that substituted the civilised for 
the strictly rational to be transferred to the States. Ultimately, the inclusion of States in the 
sphere of subjects of Euro-American law was based on a decisive technique in accordance 
with which the community of States would recognise an acceptable degree of civilised 
conscience36. And if it transpired that a state of civilisation had not been attained, other means 
were devised for regulating the relations with fully civilised States. The status of semi-
civilised State, the practice of protectorate agreements, zones of influence, tenancies and 
special rights were all legal techniques, abundantly discussed it should be said, which helped 
entrench the difference in status between civilised States and the others37. 

 
15- As what could this change in thinking be perceived if not as disturbing? The link 

between international law and colonialism manifested itself in the restriction of the sphere of 
subjects of international law to States considered to be civilised, as well as in the various 
discriminatory practices which resulted from this; but its deeper roots lay in the insensitive 
shift which affected the legal humanism on which this international law was founded and in 
its anthropomorphic projection onto the States. And it wasn’t until after the end of the Second 
World War that non-civilised peoples were at least considered to be “communities” and that 
all States were, regardless of their level of development or their level of civilised 
“conscience”, considered to be subjects of international law and members of a “universal 
community”, as C.W. Jenks put it38. 

 
This still raises a question to which no answer has yet been found, even though the 

question was, at the time, instrumental in confirming European colonial expansion. If 
European international law was conceived as a law applying only to a select few States, how 
could it be justified that the law itself and the values it conveyed were applied to others? We 
have already seen, of course, that the development of the various different social sciences 
confirmed internationalists’ firm belief in their own superiority, but scientific and historic data 
is not altogether sufficient when it comes to justifying colonial hegemony. The fate of 
European colonial expansion did not depend solely on well known external scientific factors – 
whether of an economic, commercial or political order – but also derived from the European 
legal philosophy which manifested itself in classical internationalist thinking. What exactly, 
then, did this approach imply? What was the underlying legal and philosophical basis of the 
                                                 
35 H. BONFILS and P. FAUCHILLE, op.cit, p. 261 and P. FIORE, op.cit, II, p. 4. 
36 This idea was systematised by means of the three types of recognition invented by J. LORIMER, Principes de droit 
international, Bruxelles, C. Muquardt and Paris, A. Marescq aîné, 1885, p. 104. 
37 P. FIORE, op.cit, p. 64 : “the application of exceptional, restrained rules to the relationship with the Orient is often 
necessary…and justified by the inequality of civilisations”. Ibid T. FUNCK-BRENTANO and A. SOREL, op.cit, p. 23. In 
the wake of the Russian revolution of 1917, some authors even maintained that civilised States such as the former Russia 
could regress and leave civilisation, as was rendered evident by “communist savagery” (A. BONDE, Traité élémentaire de 
droit international, Paris, Dalloz, 1926, quoted and emphasised by R. CHARVIN, op.cit, p. 141). 
38 C. W. JENKS, The Common Law of Mankind, Londres, 1958, p. 62. As far as the use of the word “community” is 
concerned, the shift came about most notably by reason of the mandate system which referred to “communities” (article 22 of 
the Covenant of the League of Nations). On this point, see the revealing slip of tongue of H. ACCIOLY, op.cit,  p. 135 : 
“…the A category (of mandates) includes territories, or rather, as article 22 itself calls them, “certain communities”. It is 
noteworthy that the indigenous populations in category C are still referred to as territories…” 



 

 

approach of classical internationalists which consisted in projecting international law and its 
fundamental values onto the rest of the world? How did they manage to develop a mode of 
thinking which was both discriminatory and hegemonic at once? 
 

 
III 

The value of international law and its projection as a model of the civilised world 
The ethics of law, moralism and colonialism 

 
16- The justification of European hegemony can be found within the capacity and 

possibility of this internationalist thinking to develop the idea of projection, but this notion 
also created some inevitable contradictions as well as cruel disillusions. At the heart of this 
issue lies the valorisation of law: civilised international law, theoretical and positive, rational 
and voluntary, was presented as a model incorporating fundamental principles or legal rules 
which needed to be transposed to the rest of the world, for it was conceived as a value which 
had particular eminence and which was therefore superior to other non-European legal 
systems; international law was therefore not only projected onto the world because it was a 
particularly useful economic, political, hegemonic and discriminatory instrument of European 
States, but also because internationalists perceived it as an essential ethical reference, for the 
civilised world in particular and for every human being in general. E. Nys, who was highly 
respected by his contemporaries for his impressive historical knowledge, affirmed in 1912 
that international law was a magnificent “creation of European genius”39. It is quite apparent 
from the formulations used by these authors that the idea of valorising international law was 
crucial to them. It helped provide definitive confirmation of the superiority of European 
civilisation, one of the most precious exploits of which was international law; the idea thus 
indirectly consolidated the legitimacy of colonial expansion, as it strengthened the moral – 
and not merely legal – conviction that it was doing good, in addition to universalising its 
principles. And as other authors have already explained in a more general context, this 
movement of valorisation of law sat very comfortably with the abovementioned logic of 
rationalist and historicist European humanism, to which it contributed by strengthening its 
contours and clarifying its implications. International law was actually doubly valorised in a 
formal and substantive sense for being capable of defining what was just, a definition which 
gave civilised European States the moral duty to persuade other civilised States that 
international law was the only valid international legal system and that its humanist principles 
needed to be imposed onto non-civilised peoples. 
 

17- From a formal point of view, in as far as international law represented a set of 
objective rules applying to relations between States, it was considered to be a value. It 
effectively represented an organisational value, a value of order and a value of stability which 
could be opposed to barbarism, which rebelled against law and organised society. And the 
sometimes very real divergence between the level of organisation of European States and that 
of non-European peoples, combined with the complete ignorance as to the real significance of 
the rites and customs of tribes or colonised peoples, whose existence was perceived as 
barbaric or savage, confirmed the distinction between law and non-law. International law was 
thus viewed as a sign as well as a condition of human progress, solely by virtue of existing 
and governing a community40. 

 

                                                 
39 E. NYS, op.cit, p. 3. 
40 In actual fact, the link between law and civilisation can be traced back to the 18th century, when the word “civilised” started 
to appear in European language. On this point, see L. FEBVRE, M. MAUSS, E. TONNELAT, A. NIEFORO and L. 
WEBER, Civilisation. Le mot et l’idée, Paris, Centre international de synthèse, La renaissance du livre, 1930, pp. 12ss. 



 

 

International law was also a value by virtue of its content and of the fundamental 
principles which defined and underpinned it, and which at the same time represented a 
horizon towards which men should strive. From this point of view, the duality of international 
law maintained by authors between theoretical law and positive, practical law came into its 
own, and used theoretical, natural or rational international law to show what positive, 
contingent or relative international law should be. From a substantive point of view, the law 
of civilised peoples of this era, such as it was presented in various manuals, was a law which 
aimed not only at organising the parallel existence of State sovereignties, but also at 
establishing a certain conception of human justice. The fundamental values of a certain legal 
humanism which gradually spread were therefore both liberal, that is, respectful of the 
sovereignty and equality of States, and solidarist, as they were based on principles of 
sociability, justice and equity between men living in society. In the quasi-prophetic words of 
the well known professor at the University of Heidelberg J.G. Bluntschli, “international law 
depends on humanity’s consciousness of its rights”41. It is interesting to note that the idea of 
justice, and not of peace, is constantly postulated as the ultimate ideal to be achieved by 
international law. The primacy which justice enjoyed in the order of ethical values conveyed 
by international law had implications which should not be underestimated. It effectively has a 
slightly strange ring to it, as will not go unnoticed by readers of works written at the end of 
the 18th century by authors such as Wolff and de Vattel, who actually helped set completely 
inversed priorities by advocating absolute respect for the sovereignty of each State in the 
interests of European peace and stability, and who thus avoided poisoning European debates 
with issues of justice and just cause, the objective content of which no-one would be able to 
establish. A century later, justice once again became a priority, even if it only gave rise to 
very limited rights of action; and 19th-century lawyers purported to resolve the difficulties 
pointed out by de Vattel by claiming to be able to formulate principles of justice in an 
objective and scientific manner, as discussed above. 

 
18- The classical international law of treaties was therefore considered to be a 

fundamental ethical value and to be just from a formal and substantive point of view, at least 
to the extent that positive law was in conformity with the principles of rational law. 
Accordingly, it made a claim to superiority as an international and inter-State law42. For this 
reason, European internationalists considered that it should necessarily prevail over other 
types of law governing exterior relations as practiced by civilised or semi-civilised States such 
as China, Japan or Turkey. Indeed it was precisely throughout the era in which Europeans 
became acquainted with ancient States such as China and Japan, in which they pluralised the 
notion of civilisation and recognised the existence of various non-European civilisations, that 
international law became a prime manifestation of the superiority of European civilisation 
over other civilisations. 

 
The idea of a right, or even of a duty, to take full control of the affairs of savage 

peoples and to spread civilisation throughout the territories inhabited by semi-civilised 
peoples emerged as a corollary43. According to J. de Hornung, “those who are civilised must 
act in line with superior justice… civilised nations must help the ‘inferior races’ return to the 
political system of States”44. This well known idea, which was later codified by article 22 of 

                                                 
41 J. G BLUNTSCHLI, op.cit, lo.cit. See also A. PILLET, op.cit, p. 10 ; R. PIEDELIEVRE, op.cit, p. 19 ; H. BONFILS and 
P. FAUCHILLE, op.cit, p. 5 ; P. FIORE, op.cit, I, p. 211 and T. FUNCK-BRENTANO and A. SOREL, op.cit, p. 499 and 
Annuaire de l’IDI, Session de Gand, 1873, p. 19. 
42 This imperialism is excellently described by Y. ONUMA, “When was the law of International Society Born ? –An Inquiry 
of the History of International Law from an Interciviliational Perspective”, Journal of the History of International Law, 2000, 
2, pp. 1-66. 
43 H. BONFILS and P. FAUCHILLE, op.cit, p. 17 
44 J. HORNUNG, “Civilisés et barbares”, op.cit, p. 552. 



 

 

the Covenant of the League of Nations, had already been voiced in countless publications on 
colonialism45. It carried with it an understanding of the notion of civilisation which was itself 
far from neutral, as it made a value judgment based on rationalism and humanism, as 
discussed above, and thereby brought about a shift from principles of abstract reasoning 
towards principles of European civilised conscience. That European civilisation represented 
the triumph of European reason in all possible fields of activity but also depended on a 
defence of values which were purportedly consubstantial to man living in society. As an 
individual as well as a collective good, this notion of civilisation – much as the international 
law which originated from it – translated something morally good and desirable which gave 
Europeans a sentiment of eminent prestige and naturally bestowed them with the role of 
propagating the notion towards those who were not familiar with it and who, in the words of 
the famous holder of the Edinburgh Chair J. Lorimer, could therefore be categorised as 
savage, barbaric and semi-civilised46. It was also based on the idea, widespread in European 
philosophy, according to which human nature and the nature of peoples can be perfected. This 
old idea, which has been drawn upon extremely often, had been theorised by J.J. Rousseau 
and then developed more extensively by J.G. Fichte, who perceived it as the sign and 
essential, distinctive trait of human nature, as what differentiates man from animals and 
humanity from nature. Here however, it was employed as a means of creating the conditions 
for the missions of civilisation: it was possible to civilise because, like men, barbaric or semi-
civilised peoples were capable of evolving, learning and perfecting themselves. 

 
Yet this civilising mission was not always explicitly treated as such in the international 

law manuals, as it was never actually presented as a legal right or duty of a State47. It did not 
flow from the conviction of all jurists, some of whom – albeit a very small number – even 
condemned the arrogance with which Christian nations sought to impose their civilisation on 
others48. One must not forget either that if this civilising mission had been construed as an 
actual legal duty, it could have caused embarrassment to European States in that its non-
accomplishment could have triggered their responsibility: hence, this legal construction was 
so potentially destabilising that jurists did not take it on board. Of course a right, rather than a 
duty, of States to civilise barbaric peoples could have been introduced fairly easily, but most 
manuals did not identify any right of this sort, and it therefore never figured among the 
fundamental or secondary rights of States. However, although such a right was never 
expressly recognised as a fundamental right of States, internationalists codified certain other 
rights which were directly related to it. Among these were the right of each nation to 
development, which allowed European States to singularly extend their own civilisation, and 
the right to trade, which had already long been considered an instrument that was particularly 
amenable to the propagation of European civilisation49. As regards the actual civilising 
mission itself, introductory chapters tended to treat it as a moral duty, not as a legal duty 

                                                 
45 For the case of Europe, see P. GUILLAUME, Le monde colonial, Paris, A. Colin, 1974, pp. 38ss and for the case of 
France, see M. ASTIER-LOUFTI, Littérature et colonialisme. L’expansion coloniale vue dans la littérature romanesque 
française, 1871-1914, Paris, La Haye, Mouton, 1971, pp. 139ss. In particular, see the decisive works of J. DUVAL, Les 
colonies et la politique coloniale de la France, Paris, A. Bertrand, 1864, p. VI : “colonisation is one of the more brilliant 
faces of humanity. It is the outward radiation of human families…”, and E. LEROY-BEAULIEU, De la colonisation chez les 
peuples modernes, Paris, Guillaumin, 1874, p. 26, according to whom colonisation “is one of the most elevated functions of a 
society which has attained an advanced state of civilisation”. 
46 The categories estalished by J. LORIMER (op.cit, loc.cit) were received very well by his contemporaries, even if they did 
not always adopt the jusnaturalist foundation of his theory. 
47 C. CALVO, Dictionnaire de droit international public et privé, Paris, 1885, I, p. 154 was an exception in this respect: “A 
nation has the right to explore and colonise, by itself or through its nationals, any territory outside the realms of civilised 
nations.” 
48 R. PIEDELIEVRE, op.cit, p. 274. See also the debate on this question in Annuaire de l’IDI, 1880, Session d’Oxford, pp. 
464ss. 
49 This is not to forget the moral duties a State may have had once it had subjected a population to its rule. See, for example, 
E. NYS, op.cit, II, p. 93. On the right to development, see op.cit, II, p. 1. 



 

 

stricto sensu, with the result that they established a consubstantial link between this mission 
and the historic progress of humanity. Numerous authors reminded their readers that 
European States have an ethical duty to assure respect for their own international law and 
impose it on sufficiently civilised States, and to educate barbaric tribes and savage peoples; 
but to do this, they would have to impose a particular legal system capable of guaranteeing 
this process. 

 
19- This approach concealed a form of moralism which contained several threats, as 

the civilising mission became a moral imperative which legitimised all institutions and legal 
rules which were in conformity with it50. This legal moralism transformed into a veritable 
apology of good colonial conscience; which was quite literally and immediately characterised 
by a constant, non-coincidental usage of the term “civilise” in place of the term “colonise”, as 
if the former could simply obscure the reality of the latter. As A. Truyol y Serra has pointed 
out, this good conscience explains why these authors were less concerned with the 
justification of colonisation than with the legal consolidation of its establishment51. That being 
so, the vast majority of authors did reject the contention that international law should have a 
religious foundation. Resolutely seeking a footing within science so as to dispel all possible 
doubt, they actually encouraged the countering of religious fanaticisms and supported the 
movement of secularisation of law which had previously been spearheaded by the school of 
natural international law. As the Italian professor at the University of Padua E. Catellani 
explained, the era of pontifical supremacy had come to an end, as had the idea of just war, 
which had been susceptible to the justification of crusades52. Accordingly, no Christian 
international law was ever imposed as such, nor was any international law based on divine 
revelation; even though some did choose to refer to the law of Christian nations for the 
purpose of emphasising its origins or pointing out the occasional confusion between its 
Christian values and its legal values. And even though this apparent identity of origin and 
content was helpful in its own way when it came to corroborating colonialism, the legal 
moralism never ultimately amounted to religious integrism. A contrario, it seems all the more 
disturbing to see that contemporary humanism is finding inspiration in religious laws. 

 
20- A question that arises in the context of the perspective which both preserved and 

justified the superiority of international law by basing it on fundamental values of legal 
humanism is that of the means of action that can be employed for the purposes of projecting 
the law and its fundamental principles. It is worth noting that the manuals of this era only 
rarely recognised a direct right of intervention for the imposition of European civilisation and 
its value system because – and this is a fundamental point – the notion of just war, which had 
frequently been used as a pretext to conquer foreign territories, had been abandoned in the 
18th century53. Yet this abandonment of the right to intervene, even for just causes, should not 
mislead. Firstly, war had not been entirely outlawed as it would be later, post 1945. It was 
often associated with a necessary evil, “a necessity for States”, to cite the words of a joint 
publication of T. Funck Brentano and A. Sorel54, and was even considered a factor of 
progress, because as mentioned, world stability was not a priority – albeit that it was an 
important preoccupation – whereas realising the justice of civilised peoples was. Moreover, 
although the right to intervene had been abolished, this abolition only applied in relation to 
equal, civilised States and not in relation to protected or vassal States, and even less in 

                                                 
50 This legal moralism was openly advocated by P. FIORE, op.cit, I, p. 211, who considered that all international law was 
based on “universal morals”. 
51 A. TRUYOL Y SERRA, Histoire du droit international public, Paris, Economica, 1995, p. 109. 
52 E. CATELLANI, “Le droit international au commencement du XXème siècle”, RGDIP, 1901, pp. 569 et 576. Ibid A. 
PILLET, “Le droit international...”, op.cit, p. 24 and P. FIORE, op.cit, I, p. 527 
53 R. PIEDELIEVRE, op.cit, p. 271. 
54 T. FUNCK-BRENTANO and SOREL, op.cit, p. 435. 



 

 

relation to a State’s occupied territories, as these now formed part of the State. In this latter 
case, one no longer referred to intervention in the internationalist sense of the term, but to 
internal policing action. The treatises of that era also frequently referred to a right to effective 
occupation of wild territories, which was recognised in respect of Africa at the famous Berlin 
Conference which took place from 1884 to 85; so, while the words and legal labels had 
changed – right to effective occupation and not right of conquest or just war – the result was 
the same: an expansion of sovereignty through the appropriation of wild or non-civilised 
territories, and a colonisation of local populations. 

 
IV 

Lessons: the troubles of contemporary legal humanism and its shifts between tradition and 
renewal 

 
 21- In a decisive display of interplay, the three respective representations based on the 
history, the foundations and the value of European international law – and pooling legal 
historicism, rationalism and humanism – combined to make a law which was rational and 
historically constituted, limited to European States and providing a model of humanist and 
liberal justice capable of being transferred to others. Although the discovery of the historicity 
of international law ultimately rendered the idea of legal universality quite problematic, this 
was not yet the case in the 19th century, as the authors of these manuals still defended the 
universalist rationalism they had inherited from the Enlightenment. Today, it is all too easy to 
see how this configuration had something objectionable about it, since if these characteristics 
are taken to their logical extreme, they soon reveal their contradictory premises. I have not, 
however, sought to create coherence where there was none, but have simply attempted to 
show the overall background of the heteroclite and complex mode of thinking which 
permeated the manuals of that era. The logic of the implications of this internationalist 
thinking and its relationship with colonialism are easily discernible. This is not to say that 
those internationalists deliberately deployed a conceptual arsenal designed to provide a direct 
justification of the European colonial endeavour; as I believe this would truly be an error in 
interpretation. Their proposition was quite different. It was of a scientific nature and primarily 
aimed at codifying and systematising the entire set of international legal rules, whether 
theoretical or practical, under the banner of a doctrine of fundamental rights and duties of 
States55. In reality however, this may have been precisely what made the mode of thinking of 
these internationalists so disconcerting: although there was no subjective desire to defend – or 
indeed condemn – the ongoing colonisation, the question is nonetheless whether there was 
any objective complicity between their intellectual body of thought and colonialism, a 
complicity which may have been necessary and inevitable. Or to be more precise: did the 
philosophical and legal underpinnings which I have attempted to illustrate themselves contain, 
in an intrinsic manner, the lineaments of colonialism, or was colonialism simply a perverse, 
unnecessary or collateral effect? 
 

22- This interrogation is still of absolutely decisive importance today and a number of 
solutions have been proposed in response to it, some of which have helped drive along the 
evolution of contemporary internationalist thinking. In an initial stage, throughout the 1960s 
and 70s, this issue seemed resolved given the severe refutation of the notions of rationalism, 
legal humanism and European moralism which had accompanied colonialism. The work of C. 
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Levi-Strauss appears to be singularly enlightening in this respect56. In light of the 
developments outlined above, it is easy to understand the logic of systematic deconstruction 
and why certain authors preferred to opt for nature (naturalism), life (vitalism) or indeed 
structures (structuralism) rather than humanism, and sought to base law on intellectual 
configurations other than modern rationalism and subjectivism. The various deconstructionist 
approaches to international law (sociological, Marxist, functionalist, linguistic and realist) and 
the rise of radical positivism, of complete historicisation of legal concepts and of a resulting 
profound relativism of legal values all represented blows to this old European intellectual 
configuration. Far from being considered the emancipating and civilising force it had been 
previously, the law was denounced as a mystifying and perverse instrument of class struggle, 
of the powers that be, of the dominating power of colonial States, and so on. International 
law, which had been a fundamental ethical value in European internationalist thinking prior to 
the First World War, appeared to undergo a brutal de-valorisation as a result of the lessons 
which the doctrine drew from the tragic convulsions of the law and international society. But 
this turnaround was actually only partial, given that, at the same time that deconstructionist 
critiques were becoming widespread, the post-war treaty texts were actually bringing about a 
paradoxical renewal of international law. Was it not in 1945, after all, that human rights and 
rights of peoples were first enshrined in the treaty of universal ambit that was the Charter of 
the United Nations, and was it not at that precise moment that a multiform and relatively 
unstructured, but very wide and thoroughly determined mode of thinking was born which 
favoured an implicit revalorisation of international law? 

 
In the wake of this original tendency, namely roughly 20 years ago, internationalist 

thinking started to see an unprecedented level of activism in support of a certain content of 
international law. There is now a manifest desire to defend a movement of re-evaluation of 
international law and of the values it translates or protects, in particular the fundamental rights 
of individuals, criminal justice and democracy. These are therefore often referred to as the 
new foundations and finalities of the international legal order, and deemed capable of being 
imposed on certain States by virtue of a moral duty to intervene. But how can one possibly 
overlook the fact that when these values are associated with fundamental rights of the human 
being, they are based precisely on legal humanism? And whether one likes it or not, these 
values also create an idea of what is just, based on this legal humanism, which is conveyed by 
contemporary international law and which subjects it to distinct changes. 

 
23- This paradoxical and complex evolution of contemporary internationalist thinking 

– and of the international law which is its subject – has led us to the essential challenges we 
face today. It reveals that certain aspects of our current internationalist thinking are more or 
less directly and more or less consciously articulated by reference to the preoccupations of the 
previous century, and that they are partially based on that previous body of thought. This 
confronts contemporary internationalist thinking with a very profound issue which it has 
inherited from its colonial past and which has fuelled a number of debates, as it concerns a 
certain conception of international law and man himself: how is it possible for international 
law to remain within the territory of legal humanism and rationalism and to aspire to a 
universality and intangibility of certain fundamental ethical values without succumbing to the 
erroneous approach of colonialism and imperialism? How is it possible to conceive 
universalism without falling into the dual traps of hegemony and eurocentrism? One can, of 

                                                 
56 See in particular Race et Histoire, Paris, Unesco, 1952 ; Tristes tropiques, Paris, Plon, 1955 and L’homme nu, Paris, Plon, 
1971 : “Given the history of these last four centuries, the Western man is now in a singularly good position to appreciate that 
by allowing himself the right to radically separate humanity and animality, by according to one everything that he begrudged 
the other, he created a vicious cycle, and that the borders, constantly reinforced, only had the effect of distancing men from 
other men and of securing, in the name of always smaller minorities, the privilege of a corrupted humanism created only to 
rid love of its true meaning and notion”. 



 

 

course, criticise the fact that these values make a claim to universality and intangibility and 
proclaim their historical, geographic and cultural relativism, but it would then become very 
difficult to fathom the philosophical conditions of the conceivability (possibility) of their 
status as fundamental rights, and it would also be denying their true representation in legal 
reality. In fact, it should be pointed out at this stage that contemporary international legal 
practice actually has a tendency to declare universal rights, whilst recognising the necessity of 
their adaptation to each type of culture but without ever compromising that intrinsically 
universal character itself. It is also true that the issue of Western humanism is hardly a new 
one, but one needs to remember that the current practice of States, which I referred to in the 
introduction, gives this issue a very concrete slant and suggests possible drifts towards the 
kind of neo-colonialism which moralist humanism can prompt; it is therefore with particular 
poignancy that this current practice brings up an old, never-resolved doctrinal question which 
we as internationalists need to address. 

 
24- When confronted with this question, the terms of the response may need to be 

expressed in the form of a choice which is easily identifiable, but particularly difficult to 
make. One can either consider that legal humanism is impossible (or inconceivable, strictly 
speaking) and that it needs to be abandoned along with all aspiration to universalism and 
certain ethical values, the aim being to escape the danger of an imperialist mode of thinking 
capable of prompting a contemporary form of neo-colonialism. Or one can consider that it is 
possible (conceivable), and make an attempt to conserve legal humanism by waging a bet on 
its reconstruction. Or, alternatively: one can either take up the critiques already formulated, 
limit oneself to deconstructionism and defend strict relativism, multiculturalism or inter-
civilisationalism as the foundations of a new international legal order. Or one can reject this 
option on the basis that it would inevitably ruin any attempt at universalist legal humanism, 
and choose to base international law on a mode of thinking which is rationalist and humanist 
but nonetheless renewed, critical and conscious of itself, having learned from the mistakes of 
the past and the accomplishments of deconstruction, from the false illusions which it 
encouraged and the warped results it brought about, such as the continuist vision of history, 
the reduction of legal humanism to that of the Western man and legal moralism. This latter 
path is the one I have opted for. It requires us to continue to explore the partial responses 
which we have obtained through legal and political State practice by applying various 
solutions, such as multilateralism as a response to unilateralism, or intersubjective negotiation 
of norms as a response to the masked decisionism of certain grand resolutions; it also requires 
us to delve into the sense of certain notions such as the duty of humanitarian intervention and 
just war, and into the eras of thinking which may open up certain paths of reflection – did the 
legal philosophy of the Enlightenment not prompt a rationalist and anti-colonialist 
humanism57?; it therefore requires us to make much more thorough enquiries into the 
intellectual body of thought which could support and legitimise it. As internationalists, we can 
no longer limit ourselves to the approach of our 19th-century predecessors and illustrate or 
defend rules and institutions based on legal humanism, as we thereby run the risk of 
amplifying present-day neo-colonial and imperialist misfeasance, which will cause suspicion 
and rejection and lead to condemnation by humanism itself. Contrary to what one often 
intuitively thinks as a jurist, the difficulty does not lie merely in choosing the best legal 
technique to apply for the purposes of combining universalism and relativism – albeit that this 
task is also a challenging one –, but also in the philosophical foundation of this practice, as in 
internationalist discourse it is the intellectual structure itself which needs renewing. 

                                                 
57 I only cite this intellectual movement as one example and the idea is certainly not to adopt it in its integrality, given 
especially that it conveyed a “naïve” humanism which should be avoided. On this point, see A. Renaut and L. Sosoe, 
Philosophie du droit, Paris, PUF, 1991, pp. 38-39. 


